RESPECT is a beautiful word
A cross-cultural perspective by Anne Guttormsen Fraser
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«What is the word for RESPECT in your language?»
«What does RESPECT mean to you?»
I am contacting people around the world and asking these questions.
Everyone responds to my enquiry in a positive way. They all find that RESPECT is so important.
Based on each contact, I create a painting which reflects the conversation I have had with the
person and my own research on local culture, customs and language.
RESPECT
• a beautiful word
• the imperative attitude
• the core for harmonious survival
The project will continue to grow.
Anne Guttormsen Fraser
anne@fraser.ch
www.serianna.ch
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ALBANIAN
To me respect means treating the other person the way I would like to be treated,
like a human being with values and flaws. In this way you can open up the possibility
of a dialogue and an equal relationship with each other. In the Albanian culture and
tradition showing respect generally is considered as a sign of virtue and nobility, is
taking care not to hurt the other.

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
The red poppy is the national flower of Albania.
The colours of the Albenian flag are red and black.
Iris Metani
Economist
Born in Tirana, Albania
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ARABIC (IRAQ)
Respect plays a disproportionately large role in Arabic society. In fact showing
respect to seniors and wiser people is deeply ingrained in our culture at all
levels. There is no bigger insult one can make to an adversary than to show him
or her no respect. It is also mutual, meaning a poor man in rags normally shows
great respect to a richer well to do person, but vice versa as well. Acquaintances
of mine who had the misfortune of seeing a prison from the inside, mostly for
political reasons, did not complain of poor conditions or bad food, but only of
lack of respect. Also, there is no bigger compliment one can make to an Arab,
than to show him or her great respect.

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
The diversity of the Arabic culture.
Dr. Muthana Kubba
Electrical Engineer
Born in Bagdad, Iraq
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ARABIC (OMAN)
Respect in my culture means appreciating life and humanities. It is the way of
interaction and communication among people in a very peaceful atmosphere.
It shows how much you accept others and would like to share your life with them.
It takes you on different journeys where you can sail and fly smoothly with love
and appreciation.
Respect breaks any kind of gap between our culture and other cultures. It is the
key to open all the gates at once and be welcomed at any time and everywhere.
Respect represents actions and feelings where people are dealing with each other
to share their good attitudes, thoughts, ways of thinking, cutomes, abilites and
their interests in life.
Respect in Oman plays a great role in our daily life. ALL in Oman are acting and
representing it in their life, without any challenges of being different from others.
It can be as: «Thank you», «Welcome», «I can help you», Pleasure, Understanding,
Forgiveness, Tolarance, Communication, Giving, Interaction, Being sorry, «We are
united», «Me and you – we can make it» and «No worries – we are still together».
Respect is the smile of life when there is no way to express your deep feelings
towards people and things.
Fatma al-Ma'amari
Head of Cultural Relations, Sultan Qaboos Higher Center for Culture and Science,
Muscat, Oman
Born in Saham, Al Batina North, Sultanate of Oman
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Anne's inspiration for the painting:
In Arabic culture, the fish is a symbol of eternal life and also of knowledge.
The dhow is a traditional sailing vessel and associated with Oman's close relationship to the ocean.
© Anne Guttormsen Fraser 2021
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ARMENIAN
Armenians respect hard work and dedication. They have particularly strong
regard for their families, country, and culture. The first thing an Armenian in
any place does is look for another Armenian since there is a strong sense of
respect for shared heritage and sacrifices throughout the multi-century
history. Armenians have respect for life!

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
The Armenian alphabet was developed around 405 AD by Mesrop Mashtots, an Armenian linguist
and ecclesiastical leader. The system originally had 36 letters; eventually, three more were adopted.
It is still in use today in the form it was created. Armenian is a good language to learn if interested in
reading manuscripts that are more than a thousand years old.
Haykuhi Sekhposyan
International Development Professional
Born in Gyumri, Armenia
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BAHASA (INDONESIA)

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
Traditional gold jewellery from Java.
Ernah
Housewife
Born in Kuningan, West Java, Indonesia
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BULGARIAN
Respect – a word that has almost lost its meaning because of media and films. What is
respect for me – it is something that is built throughout your whole life. You build it brick
by brick and you protect what has been created so that it does not crumble.
Respect – an ideal, which makes us more tolerant, more receptive, more understanding.
You are not born with it and it is not something you inherit. It is something you build
yourself.
Many require it, but few are those who deserve it, each step leads us closer or farther
away. As cliche as it may sound, respect first comes from within us towards our own
selves, because a person, who does not respect themselves, cannot respect others!

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
The intarsia woodwork of Kostadin
Kostadin Devedzhiev
Woodcarver
Born in Asenovgrad, Plovdiv, Bulgaria
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CHINESE
Zun – admiration with highest value
Zhong – with an opinion of prime importance
In Chinese culture we respect our older generations and people of integrity.

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
The red from the flag and the colours representing the diversity of the country.
Wong Fung Ling
Social Worker
Born in Hong Kong
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DANISH
«Love is the expression of the one who loves, not of the one who is loved. Those who think
they can love only the people they prefer do not love at all. Love discovers truths about
individuals that others cannot see.»
Soren Kierkegaard, 1813–1855, Danish philosopher

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
As a child I spent several summers in Denmark. There I learned to love liquorice (the brown background) and also discovered sugar sticks (in the colours of the Danish flag – red and white.
Kari Werge Biehl
Supervisor, SAS Airline Systems
Born in Søborg, Denmark
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DUTCH
There is no direct translation in Dutch; the word respect is often used.
I have chosen eerbied, but other words are «aanzien», «achting» and
«hoogachting» as nouns and «respecteren», «eerbiedigen», «hoogachten»
as nouns. The differences are very subtle, but I feel that none of them
actually capture the same feeling as the word respect.

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
Orange is the color of the Dutch royal family. The lineage of the current dynasty – the House of Orange-Nassau –
dates back to Willem van Oranje (William of Orange). The characters are created as the prevalent canals.
Maria Briggs van Rooden
Teacher
Born in Bennebroek, Nederland
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EMAKHUWA (MOZAMBIQUE)
For me, respect is all about seeing things with equality and to value them, it is to give
someone attention and demonstrate our consideration towards that person or thing.
One of the important aspects of respect in my culture are religion, initiation rites,
death and elder people. In my culture, when you respect these four aspects, you are
considered a good man.
I was an exchange student in USA for one year and I met people from all over the
world. With that I learned there is no bad culture or good culture, there are only
different cultures. No matter the differences, we all deserve respect. We are all one
and the same people.

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
Ceramic pots in a Mozambique market.
Valter Serafim
IT
Born in Nampula , Mozambique
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ESPERANTO
Esperanto is the world's most widely spoken constructed international auxiliary
language. It was created by Polish ophthalmologist L. L. Zamenhof in 1887. He had
three founding aims for Esperanto:
• « To render the study of the language so easy as to make its acquisition mere play
to the learner.»
• « To enable the learner to make direct use of his knowledge with people of any
nationality, whether the language be universally accepted or not; in other words,
the language is to be directly a means of international communication.»
• « To find some means of overcoming the natural indifference of mankind, and
disposing them, in the quickest manner possible, and en masse, to learn and use
the proposed language as a living one, and not only in last extremities, and with
the key at hand.»
Up to two million people worldwide speak Esperanto. The Universal Esperanto
Association has more than 5,500 members in 120 countries.
The word esperanto translates into English as «one who hopes».

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
World language diversity.
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FARSI (IRAN)
As shown in the photo, Respect mirrors our attitude.
«He who expects respect from others must himself fulfill the expectation of respect for
others and respect them.» I heard this from my parents and respect became one of
my important values in life. Respect for other people's attitudes, values, human
views and perceptions of reality.
For me, it is always important to think about how I meet people. I must be open
and accepting, and allow for differences. I let people be themselves – as they are
– and not as I think they must be. If relationships are to work, they must be based
on respect.
Respect for me also means maintaining the sanctity. A very positive feeling of
appreciating and taking into account the phenomena of existence. Therefore,
respect includes not only humans, but it is our duty to respect all the particles
in the universe and preserve their dignity.

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
Persian green background. The pattern is from an actual Persian carpet and can also be associated with traditional
Persian pottery.
Farzaneh Aghalo
Co-founder of Sisters in Business
Born in Teheran, Iran
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FILIPINO

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
Colourful festivals in the Philippines.
Paul R. Ligones
Advertising Practitioner
Born in Manila, Philippines
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FINNISH
Respect is a strong word. It is something one earns by his/her actions
and behaviour. One of those things you can not buy in this world.
I have respect for people who live up to their values and beliefs no matter
what happens. Especially in a time of crisis.
As a Finn I respect Finnish sisu.

SISU is extraordinary determination and courage in the face of extreme adversity. It is a compound of bravado
and bravery, of ferocity and tenacity, of the ability to keep fighting after most people would have quit, and to
fight with the will to win.
Anne's inspiration for the painting:
Ice bathing after first spending time in a sauna.
Viivi Nygren
Account Director, Media and Communication Advisor
Born in Espoo, Finland
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FLEMISH
Respect is the highest form of human communication. If people had more respect
for each other, the world would be an earthly paradise. Not only for humanity, but
also for our environment.
Respect is the keyword for everybody's well-being. If man were able to show respect
to every living being on this earth, we all would be free from poverty, violence, and
environmental pollution!
How many people suffer from mental and physical illness because they are treated
without respect? How many innocent animals have to die to feed our world? How
many forests have to be cut down to satisfy our greed? No politician can solve this task.
We must start with ourselves: have respect for your neighbor, the nature that you see
around you, but also for yourself in taking care of your body and mind, they all deserve
it. Everything close around you is beautiful and precious: we sometimes don't even
notice that in our never-ending quest for «more» and «further»
The time has come for humanity to open its eyes and not to cling to Matter but to
«Respect».
Anne's inspiration for the painting:
Nadia is a musician. The notes are the first in the Belgian National Anthem.
Nadia Tattersall
Eventmanager – Creative
Born in Antwerp, Belgium
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FRENCH
Respect for me means attentiveness and empathy towards others,
to be respectful regarding diversity and different beliefs,
to never judge people and see in everyone the beauty of this person.

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
French cheese:
R = Roquefort
E = Esbareich
S = Soumaintrain
P = Persillé de la Haute-Tarentaise
E = Explorateur
C = Chevrotin de Peisey-Nancroix
T = Tomme Grise de Seyssel
Florence Ageorges
Civil servant
Born in Cherbourg, France
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GAELIC (SCOTLAND)
Taking time to understand the history, culture and beliefs of others
widens horizons and enhances our own life as well as those to whom
we show respect.

Gaelic has only eighteen letters in its alphabet: A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, L, M, N, O, P, R, S, T and U.
Anne's inspiration for the painting:
The Morrison ancient tartan. Colin had a Morrison tartan kilt as a child.
The thistle, which is the floral emblem of Scotland, forms the accent over the letter E.
Colin Morrison
Scottish historian, Scots Gaelic speaker and skipper of the «Island Lass»
Born on Mull, Scotland
www.turusmara.com
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GEORGIAN
For centuries, Georgians have developed a tradition and reputation as a friendly nation.
The hospitality is seen at home, in the village and on the street. Georgians even have a
national monument, Kartlis Deda (Mother of Georgia), that overlooks the capital and is
a symbol of friendship and hospitality. Georgia is the oldest-known winemaking culture
in the world and wine is today an integral part of their hospitality.

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
The red wine of Georgia.
David Gablishvili
Tour Manager
Born in Gori, Shida Kartli, Georgia
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GREEK
Respect for me equals Honesty.
In Greek culture, how I experienced it growing up, we respect elders,
family, friends and teachers.

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
The Greek flag and design.
Marina Evdoxia Bresaka
Designer
Born in Athens, Greece
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HEBREW
Hebrew is an ancient biblical language. Having survived centuries of history, it
was finally revived as a modern language over 150 years ago, and today is spoken
in Israel and beyond by over 9 million people.
Hebrew is written right to left, but numbers are written left to right. The numbers
used are exactly as in English.
The Hebrew alphabet is a writing system where the reader must supply the
appropriate vowels as they are usually not included. You have to know how each
word is pronounced.
Hebrew is very close to Arabic – they are both Semitic languages. Although
they have different scripts, they have parallel grammar systems and often similar
words.
The Hebrew alphabet has 22 letters. It does not have case. Five letters have different forms when used at the end of a word.

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
Influences.
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HINDI (INDIA)
I have written «Aadar» in Hindi (devanagiri) which means respect.
I believe in respect to all faiths, religions, cultures and prayer.
My favourite quote is a 3rd century saying called «Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam»,
a Sanskrit phrase which means:
«The Planet is my home and everybody in it is my family».

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
The above quote.
Mandip Singh Soin
Award winning mountaineer and explorer
Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society
Born in New Delhi, India
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HULQUMINUM
(CANADA)
In the Coast Salish world, respect is of the utmost importance. «Si'em stuxw» means to
honour or respect someone. «Si'em» were the leaders of our community; families and
people recognized as being knowledgeable, wise, honourable and of good character.
To say «thank you», you add «si'em» to be polite: «huy ch qu si'em» . When you greet
someone you say «O si'em». Our society is built on mutual respect. We are taught to
care for one another and hold each other up. Those around you will respond in kind.
Our economic systems is based on respect, not wealth. Great people host potlatches
(events) and material wealth is shared with the guests. Song and dance, sacred work
and rituals take place at namings, marriages, coming of age ceremonies, funerals – all
major life events. This is the wealth of our communities. We do not work for individual
benefit, it is all about being able to give and support one another.
Also important to us is gratitude. We must respect and show gratitude to those who
support us and allow us to continue to exist, our ancestors, families, future generations
and our territories which sustain us. No Coast Salish person ever presumed to catch a
fish by virtue of their own abilities or talents. It is entirely by the generosity of the fish.
Our connection with the beings who feed us – animals, fish, plants, all life forms – is
sacred. By their generosity we can eat and exist.

Eliot White-Hill Kwulasultun
Snunéymuxw First Nation (Coast Salish) artist and storyteller
www.kwulasultun.com
Nanaimo Culture & Heritage Award Recipient 2021
Born in Nanaimo, Vancouver Island, British Columbia, Canada
46

To respect is to recognize that we are not alone in this world. We exist in relation to
our surroundings. We must show gratitude. We have a duty to protect this world. We
must take only what we need, give back and always protect the resources for future
generations in the same way that our ancestors passed it down to us.
Anne's inspiration for the painting: The traditional dug-out canoe.
It was Eliot's wish that I should not try to replicate the style of their traditional art.
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ICELANDIC
Virðing is a female-gender word in Icelandic, it's meaning is nearly identical to
the English version «respect».
Interestingly though, another related word in Icelandic is Virði, which translates
most directly to «value».
Therefore literally speaking, Virðing can be said to be the implied increase in
value of the person, action or situation that is being given respect.
The importance of expressly showing respect in Iceland was probably greatest
during the settlement ages, when disrespectful words or actions could lead
to bloody revenge from other vikings. We have gotten a bit smoother over the
centuries thankfully.
Globally speaking, genuine respect is something that I believe is and has always
been of high importance in all human societies. In fact it is hard to imagine a
functioning society without respect.

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
The volcanoes and geothermal activity on Iceland.
Halldór Pálmi Bjarkason
Financial Director
Born in Ísafjörður, Iceland
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ITALIAN
When you take time to listen,
When you experience others,
When you look around you with empathy and curiosity…
This is RESPECT.

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
I love books and Silvia is a literary agent – it had to be books.
So much knowledge and enjoyment can be found in there.
Silvia Meucci
Literary Agent
Born in Milan, Italy
www.meucciagency.com
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JAPANESE
I chose the word

(kei ai) which means «respect and affection».

Kintsugi: This traditional Japanese art uses a precious metal – liquid gold, liquid silver
or lacquer dusted with powdered gold – to bring together the pieces of a broken
pottery item and at the same time enhance the breaks. The technique consists in
joining fragments with glue, then giving them a new, more refined aspect. Every
repaired piece is unique, because of the randomness with which ceramics shatters
and the irregular patterns formed that are enhanced with the use of metals.
The life and the journey of the pottery item is maintained and respected.

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
Kintsugi (see above).
Kazuko Hirano
Kintsugi artisan
Born in Kobe, Japan
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KALAALLISUT (GREENLAND)
I respect those of my elders who try to keep the family legacy together, for us to
respect each other as we are. I admire my grandparents, who achieved what they
wanted in their lives, and I respect their abilities to hunt and skin mammals for
traditional clothing and to feed their family. Respect to our parents who worked
through thick and thin and keep loving and valuing us the way we are now.
I respect my husband who has been patient with me through difficult times and
language miscommunications. My kids! I respect their needs and what they want
to achieve! I respect my family, friends and people among us who must adapt to
new lifestyles and keep learning and teaching the generations to come. I respect
someone who learns to know both themselves and me, especially their abilities
to respect themselves and guide me to respect myself.
Greenlandic (Kalaallisut) is closely related to the Inuit languages in Canada. It is spoken by about 60,000 people
in Greenland and Denmark and is the official language of the Greenlandic autonomous territory.
The Greenlandic alphabet has only 18 characters: A E F G I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V.
Inuit (meaning «the people») are a group of culturally similar indigenous peoples inhabiting the Arctic regions
of Greenland, Canada and Alaska (United States).
Anne's inspiration for the painting:
The Greenland ice cover, the wildlife and the houses.
Pia-Sofie Kleist
Housewife
Born in Maniitsoq, Greenland
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KANNADA (INDIA)
Kannada is one of the older Indian languages which has a rich heritage and is primarily
spoken in the province of Karnataka. Bengaluru is the largest city in this province and
the Information Technology capital of India and in some sense the IT-capital of the
world.
India’s greeting of «Namaste» with folded hands is a mark of respect and humility, it is
also followed in the Kannada culture and is called «Namaskara».
As part of my father’s life journey, I spent ten years of my schooling in Karnataka and
learned to speak Kannada. He was a federal government official in the Department of
Education and was moved between provinces throughout his career. This gave me an
opportunity to learn several Indian languages, culture, and traditions of several regions
of the country. This was further broadened and bolstered by my service in the Indian
Navy for twenty years, where I relished the opportunity of working with interesting
people from across the regions of this great country.
Now, my wife Shanthini and I decided to further our experience by spending time
between Canada and India. We do consider ourselves fortunate that the opportunities
we found, taught us that it does not matter where we are, we always respected people,
irrespective of language, class, creed or color.
Srini Rajagopalan
Senior Contracts Manager
Born in Srirangam, Tamil Nadu, India
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Anne's inspiration for the painting:
The beautiful shapes of the Kannada characters and the colours of India.
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KOREAN
The Korean word for respect consists of two hangul syllables. It reads as jon gyong,
meaning holding someone or some action in high (jon) esteem (gyong). You express
«jon gyong» to exceptional leaders, artists, friends, teachers, even parents, any person
whose deeds are exemplary and deserving salutation. Like many words in Japan and
Korea, it originally comes from the Chinese language.
Soma's most recent picture book, Maya
and the Turtle (Tuttle Publishing) offers
a powerful example of filial piety,
respect for one's parents. Parental
respect is a core value of Confucianism,
the ancient, moral foundation of the
Orient.
Soma Han and her family on the grounds
of Kyongbok Palace, Seoul, many years ago.

Soma Han
Artist/Author
Born in Choongchung Namdo Province, Korea
www.somahan.org
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Anne's inspiration for the painting:
Yeondeunghoe, the lantern lighting festival on Buddha's birthday (UNESCO), traditional Korean embroidery and using only
the obangsaek colours (the traditional Korean color spectrum).
© Anne Guttormsen Fraser 2021
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LAO

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
The national flower of Laos: Dok Champa (Plumeria).
Nitphaivanh Xaisanainphone
Guesthouse owner
Born in Savannakhet, Laos
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MALAYALAM (INDIA)
The beautiful language of Kerala, «Gods own country», Malayalam can be traced
back to classical Tamil with generous exposure to Sanskrit. The word Bahumanam
demonstrates unconditional regard to others feelings, expressed through our
own behaviour. Bahumanam is an intrinsic experience ignited in the form of
admiration, devotion, esteem and inspiration. The beautiful and equally powerful
word Bahumanam is an acknowledgment and appreciation of the existence of
everything we encounter in our daily life on this planet!

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
From my visit to India - colourful, lively and diverse.
Mathew Zacharias
Hotelier
Born in Kanjirappally, Kerala, India
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MĀORI (NEW ZEALAND)
In Māori culture we are taught to respect our elders as they can pass on their
knowledge and teach the ways of our people. We are taught to respect our
environment for it provides us with sustenance.
Respect to me is patience, understanding, listening, and love. The world is a
colourful place yet we as humans are all the same underneath. We need to
show each other respect and love – especially in these crazy times.

Māori was originally a spoken language with no indigenous writing system.
A written vocabulary and grammar was developed in the early 1800s using the Latin alphabet.
It gained recognition as one of New Zealand's official languages in 1987.

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
Traditional Māori symbols
KORU (ground fern)
New life, purity, peace,
tranquility, spirituality

PIKORUA (twist)
Journey of life, love,
friendship, loyalty,
eternity, joining of two
people/cultures

HEI MATAU (fish hook)
Strength, prosperity,
abundance, fertility,
respect for the sea

Richelle Tyney
Wine Maker
Born in Nelson, New Zealand
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MENDE (SIERRA LEONE)
Respect is to my understanding the tolerance to something, someone or a culture
different from yours and holding no inferior view of the same.
Important areas of respect in my culture are: greeting, listening, marriage, lowliness,
neighbourliness, etc.
I believe our problems of chaos and lack of peace in the world is because we do
not respect each another's views, culture and beliefs. Respecting others, even if you
disagree with them, will allow harmony in society. Respect and Peace are very close.

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
The green background represents the nature in Sierra Leone.
The colours on the text represent the diversity and the resources.
Allieu Moiwa
Health care worker
Born in Sierra Leone, West Africa
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MONGOLIAN CYRILLIC
Mongolians believe words are the reflections of one's soul.
As a saying goes: «Амны бэлгээс ашдын бэлгэ» meaning «From good words come
good fortune». This is used everyday by the elders for the younger generation to
remind them to have a positive mindset and speech.

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
Blue (the colour of the sky) is an important colour in Mongolia. Sarnai is the youngest participant so I wanted to
make the painting in a way that would appeal to a child.
Sarnai Batbold
1st grade student
Born in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia
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MONGOLIAN SCRIPT
The last generations of Mongolians learned only the Cyrillic alphabet. After 1990, many
started voluntarily to learn the traditional Mongolian script. It is totally different in
terms of grammar and phonetics.
The phonetic system of the script profoundly connected the features of many dialects
of the Mongolian language. It was a delicate script that could be easily understood by
any Mongolian with a multi-ethnic dialect spread throughout the vast lands of Central
Asia.
We live in the 21st century, but we can reach the minds of our ancestors through the
Mongolian script.
I am so glad people started reusing the Mongolian script. Moreover, it is becoming a
secondary notation and sometimes appears in official documents.

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
I didn't want to do anything with the word - it is truly beautiful as it is.
On the sides are toono (yurt roof wheels) with traditional decorations symbolising eternity.
Bold Sandagdorj
Mechanic/Driver
Born in Selenge province, Mongolia
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MYANMAR
The Myanmar Language (previously known as Burmese) has 33 characters.
We use a typeface called Zawgyi.

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
The Padauk (Myanmar rosewood flower), also known as the Thingyan flower,
is the favorite national flower symbol of the Myanmar people.
Myat Zaw Htut
Logistics and border trade
Born in Yangon, Myanmar
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NEPALI
The word for Respect is «Aadar».
We use devanagari script and this word is written in the Nepali language.

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
Nepal has 8 of the 10 highest mountains in the world.
In the painting, from west to east:
8167 m – Dhanlagiri
8091 m – Annapurna
8163 m – Masalui
8188 m – Cho Oyu
8848 m – Everest
8516 m – Lhotse
8485 m – Makalu
8586 m – Kangchenjunga
Uttam Phuyal
Tourism/Hotel business
Born in Kathmandu, Nepal
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NORWEGIAN
I am a humanist. Welfare, values, dignity, ethics, empathy and respect. Key words.
I have lived in – and visited – many countries. I always behave with respect. In England I wore my school uniform with pride and we moved the Norwegian Independence Day (May 17) to the nearest weekend. I take my shoes off before entering a
shoe shop in India. I do not expect to eat anything but the local food. I cover up when
required. I do not question it. I do not want to offend anyone. I am respectful.
On a visit to South Africa during the apartheid I experienced being hated – because I
am white. I treat everyone with respect, but how could they know?
Education is extremely important in order to widen horizons and create perspectives.
The big question is: how do we deal with mental disorders involving lack of empathy?
And how do we deal with fanaticism?
I wish there were easy answers.
The inspiration for my own painting:
I painted a «bringeduk». In the past, poor people in Norway did not have many clothes. But they
still felt that it was necessary to dress up for special occations in order to show respect. Women
embroydered a square cloth and tucked it into their dress instead of jewellry. It's a long story
which I can tell you another time. Here you see me in my regional costume with the «bringeduk»
which I embroydered.
Anne Guttormsen Fraser
Artist and designer
Born in Oslo, Norway
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PLATTDÜÜTSCH
Low German or Low Saxon (Plattdeutsch in High German) is a West Germanic language variety spoken mainly in Northern Germany and the northeastern part of the Netherlands. It has been recognized as a regional language according to the European
Charter for Regional or Minority Languages.
«Low» («Platt») refers to the flat plains and coastal area of the northern European
lowlands, contrasted with the mountainous areas of central and southern Germany
where High German is spoken.

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
Thea is the oldest participant in this project – 98!
She was born on a farm, grew up on a farm and became a farmer herself.
The Schleswig-Holstein farming landscape inspired the painting.
Thea Ida Schmütz, nee Paustian
Farmer
Born on the Strieper farm, 20. June 1921, in Gosdorf, Schleswig-Holstein, Germany
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POLISH
Respect is the recognition of the unconditional value of life.

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
Jolanta is a surgeon so I just had to pretend that I am one too.
Jolanta Galas-Bosch
Surgeon
Born in Gorlice, Poland
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PORTUGESE (BRAZIL)
My greatest learning in recent times was that all human beings are different. No one is the
same as anyone else. There is no reason for me to discriminate against anyone since there
is no one like me.
I have tried to be more tolerant of all people. I do not believe that I am an example to
anyone or that I am a good person. Also, it is not possible to talk about respect only in
relation to people, but also in relation to the planet and to all living beings.
It is not possible for me to respect only human beings and pollute the seas, destroy
forests, mistreat animals. Everything deserves respect. We are in the same boat.
I went to law school, but I never worked as a lawyer. I decided that I would act defending
other rights around me.
One of the main values I defend is the environment. I used all the money I received for
my retirement to buy a large plot of land in south-eastern Brazil. I am trying to reforest
the area.

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
João›s concern for the disappearing forest in Brazil and his attempt to plant trees.
João Evangelista de Almeida
Bank services
Born in Alfenas, Minas Gerais, Brasil
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ROMANIAN
Seeing the world today, I consider respect as being one of the most important
attitudes we should embrace.
Respect consists in many and various ways. For instance, when writing these lines,
I am listening to George Enescu’s Romanian Rhapsody. That I consider being a form
of respect for the Romanian culture. I respect, as well, my elders: parents, grandparents.
I respect our history as well. I respect nature, as I am plating a few trees every year.
I respect every professional in every activity as they are the ones who are building
our economy. I respect our history and the historical truths by not hyperbolizing it
and keeping it simple, just as it was. I respect all the minorities living here, in this part
of the country – we live here, in harmony, Romanians, Hungarians, Saxon ethnics, the
Roma ethnics or the Gypsies. In business, I respect my customers and I treat them just
the way I would like to be served when buying something. I respect everyone’s religious
beliefs, even though I don’t find myself in most of them.

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
Mihai's jewelry and the colours of the Romanian flag.
Mihai Claudiu Trif
Jewelry designer
Born in Târgu Mureș, Transylvania, Romania
www.mosv.ro
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RUSSIAN
Growing up in the Soviet Union, I remember well how we were taught to
respectfully treat older people. We were taught to give them the seat on
public transportation and we were taught to honor the heroes of the Great
Patriotic War – people who provided us with a peaceful sky over our heads.
In a social program, we, as children, even helped lonely veterans with the
housework. We were taught to be grateful.
In other words, to treat with respect.

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
Elena loves orange.
Elena Vinogradova
Pianist
Born in Kemerovo, Sibiria, Russia
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SARDU (ITALY)
In my culture the elderly are treated with a lot of respect. We show this by addressing
them formally with Mr/Mrs. Parents are also addressed formally by their children .
The land we cultivate and the small commodities we acquire through hard work and
determination also obtain great respect.
Our traditions and religious customs are treated with love and respect .
People and animals are not given the same value but are respected on the same level.
All this was passed down to me as a child from my parents and grandparents.
Consequently we respect our culture because, from my point of view, our culture
contains all the virtues that are needed to respect oneself. Therefore, he who respects
himself is able to respect his fellow human beings .

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
Red waistcoats with black bands and gold buttons - traditional costume for men in Cagliari.
Luca Murtas
Dental Technician
Born in Cagliari, Sardinia, Italy
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SETSWANA (BOTSWANA)
Bonnye says «Respect for all!»

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
The colours of the Botswana flag – and the joyous email exchanges Bonnye and I had.
Bonnye Malebye
Reservations, Mosu Safari Tours
Born in Mochudi, Botswana
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SINHALA
Respect in Sri Lanka is a combination of Buddhist philosophy and Sinhalese culture.
In our society we always respect each other (monks, teachers, parents, elders), mainly
because they teach us good manners and good rituals. This helps to improve our society.
When we show respect towards others, we also receive respect in return. In this way we
ensure peaceful religious coexistence in our country.

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
Sinhala has such beautiful characters.
I fell in love with them when I sent to Sri Lanka.
Janaka was a good teacher.
Nayanajith Janaka Edirisinghe
Owner of Trust Way Destination
Born in Gampaha, Sri Lanka
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SPANISH (COLOMBIA)
Respect is a general concept.

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
The annual Medellin flower festival.
Camilo Serrano
CEO
Born in Medellín, Colombia
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SLOVENE
Respect is best defined by our national anthem, Zdravljica, written by Slovenian poet
France Prešeren. The poem, written in the 1840s to celebrate peace, freedom and
fraternity, has been awarded the European Heritage Label in March 2020. The European
Commission conferred the honour which testifies to European ideals, values, history and
integration.
May all peoples thrive
That yearn (desiderium) to see the day
When wheresoever the Sun walks,
strife shall be banished from the world.
When every kinsman
shall be free
And not a devil but a neighbor shall the adjoining-land's dweller be!

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
A huge part of Slovenia is covered by trees. The Slovenians love their trees.
Dora Glažar
Pharmacist
Ljubljana, Slovenia
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SWISS GERMAN
[ e'∫pægt] is the phonetic transcription of the Swiss German word for «respect».
Swiss German is any of the Alemannic dialects spoken in the German-speaking
part of Switzerland. It is not a written language.
For writing, the quite different «Hochdeutsch» (Standard German) is used.
The dichotomy between what you hear and what you read makes Swiss German
notoriously hard to learn. Using Swiss German to address Germans and other
foreigners who do not speak the dialect is disrespectful: a thoughtless or conscious
way to make them feel inadequate and unwelcome.
Acknowledge the abilities, needs and wishes of others. Speak to them as equals
and act accordingly.
In every contact with another person we show or fail to show [ e'∫pægt].

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
The pattern on the traditional Glarus scarf.
Andreas Weber
Artist
Born in Glarus, Switzerland
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THAI
The Thai Wai or greeting is all about respect. Thai culture respects Elders,
Monks, the King, symbols of state and Buddhism. Thai people are tolerant
of differing opinions and lifestyles, hallmarks for respect.

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
The Thai symbolic colours
Day of the week
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday (day)
Wednesday (night)
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Color of the day
Red
Yellow
Pink
Green
Grey
Orange
Sky blue
Purple

Bad luck color
Blue
Red
Yellow or White
Pink
Orange or Red
Purple
Navy blue or Black
Green

Khunrath Bicknell
Makes clothes, hand bags, jewelry and cooks for temple events
Born in Thonburi, Bangkok, Thailand
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TONGAN
Respect in my culture – Faka’apa’apa – means that you treat everyone as you
want to be treated.
Being kind, humble, honest and thankful for what you have are deep values
that are installed in the Tongan Culture from a young age.
We are taught to respect our elders, our women and our land – providers of
our past, present and future.
In Tonga we have a Royal Family who are a very important part of our culture
and heritage. There are many protocols that we learn to follow to show our
Faka’apa’apa for the Royal Family which highlights their importance to our
culture.
These are then transferred into our everyday life helping to create the proud
Tongan that I am today.
Malo aupito.
Anne's inspiration for the painting:
a «kiekie» is a Tongan ornamental girdle worn around the waist, mainly
by women on semiformal occasions, but nowadays also sometimes by men.
Alipate Tukia
Artist and motelier
Born in Kolomotua, Nuku’alofa in Tongatapu (Tonga)
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TURKISH
Saygı is a very important concept in Turkish culture. Respect is particularly strong
in relation to elders (Turks would kiss the hand of elders and put it on their forehead
as a sign of profound respect) but also with teachers, managers, religious figures
and government officials.
Saygı is so prevalent that the standard word to end a letter or a mail, equivalent
to «Regards» in English, in Turkish is «Saygılar» (Respects) or «Saygılarımla» (With
my respects).

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
Turkish delight or lokum is a family of confections based on a gel of starch and sugar. Traditional lokum was flavored
with rosewater, mastic, bergamot orange, or lemon. Other common flavors include cinnamon and mint. Varieties
include chopped dates, pistachios, hazelnuts or walnuts. It is packaged and eaten in small cubes dusted with icing
sugar, copra, or powdered cream of tartar. Lokum has been produced in Turkey since the late 18th century.
Michel Akavi
Board member, transport company
Born in Istanbul, Turkey
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UCWALMICWTS (CANADA)
Respect Yourself
Respect Others
Respect All Things
Take Care of Yourself
The Land and the Ucwalmicwts people are connected, they are one and the same.
We are caretakers of the land and creation and each other.

«Pelpala7wít i ucwalmícwa múta7 ti tmícwa» – The people and land are one.
We live in a stunning and dramatic landscape with a rich biodiversity – a mysterious place of towering mountains, ice
fields, alpine meadows, white-water rivers and braided river valleys that run to a milky color due to the silt and clay
deposited by glacial melt. It is a progressive First Nations community located 7 km north of Pemberton, BC. With a
membership of almost 2,200 people – approximately 1,450 of whom live in the community – the Líľwat Nation is the
third largest First Nation in British Columbia.
Anne's inspiration for the painting:
«Líľwat» means «where the rivers meet» – between the mountains and amongst the cedar trees.
The traditional drum.
Tanina Rose Williams
Líľwat First Nation (Interior Salish)
Indigenous Support Worker
Born in Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
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UKRAINIAN
I consider the word «respect» means not only polite relationships inside some
circles of people, but also warm feelings to our national traditions, culture, to
our country at all. In Ukraine the main line of respect is connected with one
to older people. This is the respect to our roots.

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
The Ukranian flag is blue and yellow. Kateryna was born in Yalta (Crimea – now annexed by Russia).
The colours of Yalta are blue, yellow and purple.
Kateryna Somochkina
Language tutor (English, Russian and Ukrainian)
Born in Yalta, Crimea, Ukraine
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VIETNAMESE
Respect for every living being.

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
The lotus flower with water ripples.
Vinh Trân
Owner of Diamond Hotel & Decor, Ho Chi Minh City
Born in Ninh Bình Province, Vietnam
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WELSH
In the Welsh language we offer respect to others by using specific phrasing through
the mutation of words. In addition there is a strong feeling of respect and pride for our
language and culture and the desire to preserve it for future generations.

Anne's inspiration for the painting:
The symbol of Wales – the dragon.
Branwen Baines Jones
Teacher
Born in Bangor, Wales
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Anne Guttormsen Fraser
Very special thanks to Leo Murray, Maëlle Odermatt, Preeti Bhide, Petter Samson, Neil Fraser,
the Howard-Wearns, Mathew + Judith Zacharias and many others.

A native of Norway, I have been passionate about art from an early age. At 18, I was accepted at the
prestigious Norwegian National Academy of the Arts (SHKS). My whole life has been devoted to visual
communication: as an illustrator, designer, creative director, animator, film director, writer and painter.

Additionally and especially, to all of you who took part by sending me your words and
photos: thank you so very much for your support. You have all been brilliant!

I have exhibited in galleries and museums.
I have sold work through international contemporary art auctions and to bank headquarters.

Without all of you, this project would not have been possible.

I always have a story to tell – based on my own experiences, research and humor = logic + magic.
After spending several years in various countries, I now live and work in Switzerland.

anne@fraser.ch
www.serianna.ch
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Article 1 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights

All human beings are born free and equal
in dignity and rights.
They are endowed with reason and conscience
and should act towards one another
in a spirit of brotherhood.

116Anne Guttormsen Fraser – April 2021
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